
Life Divine  Mastery
101

When there is love in the heart,
there is peace in the world



What is consciousness? 
 

We are pure consciousness of the divine having a
human experience, the aim is to grow and evolve through

our senses. The Aim to
reunite with our hearts, as the divine is in our hearts,

expands the unique
expression of us of truth and power. The Aim it to stop

playing small and
embody the glorious divine being that we are.

 
What is conscious living?

 
In simple terms, conscious living is being

aware, living mindfully in every moment, every breath.
Being aware of our

breath, aware of our body, how it responds to certain
environments, people, and

situations. Being Aware of Our minds, the thoughts, and
conversations we have

with our selves. Being aware of how we treat others. Being
aware of our daily

intentions. Being aware of our soul talking to us through
intuitive messages

guiding us gently on our path. Being Aware is being
enlightened.
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We come from one massive energy, which we call
the soul and it has been manifested, into everything that is

organic and non
organic in the 3rd dimension and other dimensions. We are

all in a
synchronized dream and death is an illusion. The only thing

that is real and
will remain in the collective consciousness for the eternity

of time is the
experiences and learning’s you recognize, embody and

evolve through.
 

We are here to learn the path of being spiritual
guides, first to ourselves and then to others. Be the best

guide you can be for
yourself and anchor love and kindness to diffuse any

situation. 
 

Unconscious living is when defensiveness (mind)
meets reactivity (heart)

Conscious living is when diplomacy  (mind) meets
responsiveness (heart)

 
Anyone who finds him or herself in a healing or

spiritual workshop is a lightworker. Lightworkers come in
different forms and

resonate with different modalities and frequencies of
evolution. We all have

the same objective, which is shifting the Collective
consciousness.
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Be grateful for the gift of life and live it
fully instead of hiding from it.

 
How? 100 monkey experiment (look it up on

youtube)
How? By anchoring the new consciousness of Love

in every moment in every situation.
 
 

Earth is a realm with many emotions and a
cognition of duality, the new earth is that of unity. Duality is

in the mind
(masculine) and unity is in the heart (feminine). Moving from

Dual
consciousness to unity consciousness. 

 
 

What is the Ego,? It’s the unintegrated part of
the soul in the human body, which creates and believes in

separation. It is an
imaginary identity of an over stimulated nervous system. 

 
What is the soul? it’s the essence of love,

unconditional love, of who we are. 
Separation will always want to validate itself

as it has no internal reserve of fuel and feeds off others
energy to receive

from the outside . Only when we start living consciously we
can be the

generator of our own fuel and start harmonizing with the
unity consciousness. Nothing

is outside us.
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Have you heard of the quote, the whole universe
is inside you. And the only way to start FEELING this is

through conscious
living.

 
The Ego Validates Itself through 3 roles we have

been taught in our childhood cartoon, in politics, in the
medicine world in the

dual life. The roles are victim, villain, and hero.
It starts with 3 people and then spreads like a

web.
 

People usually connect  and have relationships with the ego
instead

of the consciousness in form. Start seeing people and
connecting to their souls

in every moment and flow the conversation from that
essence. 

 
The way people treat you is a direct reflection

of how much they love themselves and is an invitation for
you to love yourself

fully.
 
 

Whatever arises in your life is revealing a part
of you that wants more kindness.  
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When someone doesn’t treat you as the divine
that you are, do you wait for them to recognize that you are

divine and then
treat them divinely OR do you respond as the divine that

you already are ?
 

Victimhood is when you are affected by things
you cannot change

Empowerment is when you change your approach to
the things you cannot change

 
An important key to integrate your ego is with

more rest! REST your nervous system. 
 

ALL 3 ROLES ARE ACTUALLY VICTIMS CAUSE THEY ARE
GETTING THEIR EMPOWERMENT, ATTENTION, FUEL

OUTSIDE THEMSELVES, BASICALLY
TELLING THE UNIVERSE, THEY ARE NOT ENOUGH. 

 
When we live an observers anchoring love we are

in alignment and that is enlightenment.
 

Decode all obstacles, everything is here to help
you grow and in any place if the triangle is playing out,

acknowledge that its
not about you and  anchor your inner

peace with breathe, observe, bless whats going on with the
opposite (may he/she

be blessed with kindness/ with care/ with loyalty/ with
calmness – whatever is

the opposite). 
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Everybody behaves in according to how much they
love themselves and how their relationship is to the divine,

and every
situation needs more kindness and more love.

 
Most our ego validation and dramas are not ours.
We are in a karmic loop of fear, unworthiness and

separation of our
ancestors.  

 
Fear: anger, resentment, grudges, guilty shame,

separation, lack
Unity: love, compassion, passion, creativity,

care, abundance, faith, Joy
 

To create the life that you want, you can use
the law of attraction etc, But you will need your generator

to work. Conscious
Living and Unity Consciousness is your generator. The more

the heart is fueled,
the more we create with ease and instantly. 

 
Being conscious is asking yourself at every

moment, what is the healthiest thing I can do ? 
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Remember when I said we are one soul, now im
taking you further to tell you not only are we one soul but

we are in a funny
maze called the game of  life.

Mirror Maze. Everyone is your Mirror. So in
order to have unity consciousness notice that people reflect

you if it angers
you, situation reflects you, the world reflects you. To

change the external,
change the internal.

 
Ask yourself, where am I behaving this way in my

life, and CHANGE IT.
 

In every situation, people are awake or sleeping
so acknowledge that

Everyone is
doing the best they can . If a situation arises, instead of
playing victim villain or hero, respond in the most divine

way possible of
creating awareness. This will anchor the new consciousness

of unity in every
moment in the karmic loop .

 
You know you are divine, so are you waiting for

people to recognize that before you respond , or will your
respond that way

because you are divine ?
 

To grow evolve and anchor the new consciousness
the secret is

HOW DO YOU
RESPOND ? (educate, don’t belittle)



Every person you meet, whether you like him
or her, or dislike them. Whether you agree with them or

disagree with them
....silently or loudly say "may you be blessed" 

 
Every situation you encounter, whether you

want it or don't want it. whether you like it or dislike
it....silently or

loudly say "may this situation be blessed with love"
 

Every time you think of yourself, look at
yourself , sit with yourself whether you are in a great mood

or not...silently
or loudly say "may I be blessed" 

 
Every time you want to attract something in

your life, feel into what feeling arises with that then say
silently or loudly

..."'may everyone be blessed with .......and more" 
 

Bless everything and Enjoy
transcending
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Addiitonal conscious living responsibilities: 
 
 

1.    Decalcify your pineal gland
2.    Meditate DAILY – its not a hobby

3.    Bring God to every situation in your life
4.    Sensitize your body- EAT ORGANIC, detoxify 
5.    Read, documentaries, keep educating yourself.
6.    Remove anything toxic from your life- SAY NO.

7.    Do your part with the earth
8.    Do your part with your brother and sisters

9.    Step UP into your power
10.   Raise your children in Truth

 
 SELF LOVE 

 
We are all God Particles, the conversations we

have with ourselves are the most important. It’s the
conversation we have with

the universe; it’s the conversation we have with others.
There is no other,
there is only self.
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 There are 2 approaches to life, one is a student
that needs to know everything, and one is a master that

blesses everything. A
student cannot be a master. Don’t withhold your mastery

with self-doubt.
 
 
 
  

  Master
Opportunities to anchor new consciousness

Focuses on divine will
Blesses the world with higher vibrations

  
  

  Student
 

Looks for the past to resolve
Competes with the universe 
Begs life to give it to them 
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Self Love, is acknowledging your divinity. Self
acceptance is  accepting God in  your life. We are all on a

jouney, there is
no destination, we have to stop being over critical with

ourselves etc.
 

When we consciously did the exercise of having
kind or unkind words spoken to us, we did not like speaking

unkindly, the body
contracted and when we spoke kindly the body expanded.

We speak more than
700,000 words sometimes during our day with many people

from different walks of
life, to ensure you are at the highest vibration possible,

always speak kindly
to your self and others. 

 
Conclusion: only speak in Kindness, only accept

what is Kind. Other than that say NO, educate or remove.
 

what is it that matters to you? 
Take a moment and write it, career, friends,

family, travel,  self growth?
Design your life fully and walk in that path.

Stay aligned to your objectives, everything else
is a distraction.

Take a moment to write the steps you will take
to achieve this next
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Participate
in life fully letting go of the outcomes, blessing everything

on your path.
 

Become sovereign, remove yourself from social
dogma, from culture, from any box, any conditioning of “I

HAVE TO” and create
the life that you want.  

Put a plan and create it. Make a list of who you
are and embody that in every moment

 
Since we are one and are in a karmic loop,

everything that has been done to you has been done to
others, and everything

you have done to others is done to you. That’s why the
saying treat people the

way you would like to be treated.
 
 

If any negative emotions arise transform them
consciously as they are indicators to change.

 
Anger: have more time for self-passion

Sadness: get more rest
Fear: find more beauty in the world

Victimhood: take charge and participate in your
life

Judgment: is not trusting your inner guidance
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Self-doubt manifests financial debt and
inability to manifest

Self love manifest prosperity 
Self-doubt disappears when we start listening to

our hearts and expand, accept our divinity. 
Relationship with our mother is our first

relationship with unconditional love, heal the relationship
with your mother

with love and kindness.
Relationship with your father is our

relationship with the material world; heal your relationship
with your father

with love and kindness.
Some relationships are healed easily and some

take more time, its just that more love and more kindness is
required.

 
Relationship with our partners is to be without

attachment, love yourself fully that they are not there to fill
a void, they are there to experience this magical life with. 

 
Instead of focusing on what you

are getting from your partner, focus on what you are giving
 

. A relationship to be healthy and loving, remember no one
is perfect and when we don’t entertain blame we grow into

creating a sacred union of love with one another.
 

Expression and communication with love is key. Say No to
toxic relationships.
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Everyone wants to be seen, to be recognized, and
to be loved. Remember this and all relationships will flow

easily and
effortlessly.

 
Don’t wait for people to be conscious; everyone

is exactly where they are in the divine orchestration of life,
as you are

aware, live with your awareness and anchor love and
kindness.

 
Remember to SEE YOURSLEF, to RECOGNIZE YOURSELF

and to LOVE YOURSELF first!!!!!
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Additional self-love practices:
 

1.    Morning Ritual of gratitude & Intention of the day?
2.    What you allow and not allow?

3.    What is toxic, delete it?
4.    What do you put into your vessel?

5.    What do you do in your sacred space?
6.    Take time to rest

7.    Spend time with people on the same vibration
8.    Spend time in nature

9.    Take on a hobby that is fun
10.   Be creative 

11. Loving Affirmations
 
 
 

Remember, you are AMAZING, you are AWESOME, you
are the creation of the CREATOR and stepping into your

DIVINITY is your birthright!
 
 

You deserve it !! you are incredible !!! you are loved
beyond measure !!!!
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